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CHARACTER
CONCEPT DESIGN
THE BRIEF
The process of creating and developing a
character for a video game is not as easy
as it might first seem.

With this in mind, a character's back
story and world is critical in making a
character that is, believable and
relatable.

Character design is heavily influenced by
the game world they are based in, and
must fit in with that world, from their
personality, the way they look and what
they can do.

This project is designed to help you get
an understanding in what it is like to be
part of that process of creating
characters for a game world.

THE PROJECT

COMPETITION

World Overview- Setting the
Scene/Theme
Character Design
Character Backstory
Character Abilities/Mechanics in Game

The wonderful people over at Coatsink, a
game studio specializing in VR game
design,will be judging the completed
projects, offering constructive critique.
One lucky submission will be chosen to
be created by their talented art team to
see your work brought to industry life.

PROJECT PROCESS
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CONTEXT &
CONCEPTS

DEVELOPMENT

COMPLETION

Build detail into the
character to bring them
to life, personality,
abilities etc.

Design finalisation and
character story
completed.

Understand the world
setting & Design a
concept(s) for the
character.

THINGS TO CONSIDER
WORLD OVERVIEW
A character has to make sense in the world they exist in, this helps a player become
immersed in the world and story being told. Designers have to look at the themes,
style, and lore (background) of the world, in order to make the characters they design
fit within the world and help build upon and be part of the world.
Be sure to have a firm idea of the theme does the world fall into; Steampunk,
Cyberpunk, Medieval, Utopian or Dystopian.
Have ideas about the state of the world, is it; war or peace time, plentiful or poor,
people/races separated or unified?
Does the world live in the world of magic & fantasy or technology and sci-fi, or even
a mix of both?

CHARACTER DESIGN& BACKSTORY
Even if a character looks the part within the world, if they lack depth and an
interesting story, players will rarely connect with them or want to follow them on their
journey within the game. A great design has a character that has substance.
Research the theme/world type you have settled on and find examples of what
characters look like within those worlds.
Use popular trends in those themes, but ensure you have your own spin on it to
make it new and interesting.
If you are following a historically accurate path, ensure your artistic flair be in
keeping with what would fit with the time period.
What is the characters place within the world, are they a simple traveler, person of
note within society, or something else?
What is their motivations for doing what they plan to do within the game?
If they have any special abilities, how did they get them and what can they do?

SUBMISSION
DETAILS
HOW TO SUBMIT
In order to be in for a chance to have your project to be judged, and in for a chance at
winning the prize, you need to be ages 16 & under (please submit your age upon
entering). Please send your completed projects to info@sunderlandsoftwarecity.com
Closing date: 23rd April 2020

SHOW US YOUR WORK!
We would also love to see you during the development of your character! Take a selfie
of you working on the project, or some cool in progress images and we will feature
them on our social media, it is a great chance to help show everyone the creativity you
all have!
To submit in progress images, tag our social media in your posts:
Twitter: @WIGateshead
Facebook: Work Inspiration Gateshead
We will be looking out for some great creative shots of you creating your characters,
and look forward to seeing your submissions soon.

